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elder derek A cuthbert

it is an occasion for great jubilation that the 150th anniversary year
has now dawned for the church in the british isles As a british convert
I1 am proud and grateful to be a product of the sustained missionary effort
that has gone forth for a century and a half in my beloved britain A few
months ago in the kirtland temple I1 sat where heber C kimball in
june 1837 received a mission call from the lord through the prophet
joseph smith to go to england and proclaim my gospel and open the
door of salvation to that nation how grateful I1 am that he responded
becoming the first missionary and the first mission president of the
british mission

over the intervening years of the first century wave upon wave of
dedicated missionaries totaling more than six thousand did proclaim the
gospel throughout great britain bringing a harvest of over one hundred
thousand converts however most of these emigrated to the land ofofzionzion
and by the centennial year of 1937 there were only 6300 members left
in their native land richard L evans in his A century of mormonism
in great britain could rightly ponder it is intriguing to think that but
for the spirit of gathering and its attendant mass emigration of british
converts the church in the british isles might already have become
numerically strong as it has in america 5121122

barely two years later the second world war broke out and all the
missionaries were withdrawn despite the calling of over fourhundredfour hundred
home missionaries only two hundred converts were baptized during

the six war years although there was a small buildup in the postwar
years the ravages of war had taken their toll thus when my wife and I1

joined the church in january 19511951 membership was still only 6500
fortunately 1951 was the turning point the british mission had

been in existence for 114 years and its history up to this point had largely
been one of great spiritual missionary experiences in teaching
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young university 17 january 1987 portions of this address were taken from elder cuthbertscuthbertaCuthberts book the second
century latter day saints in great britain vol 1 1937 1987
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converting baptizing and emigrating now the scene had to change A
generation ofbritish saints had to be raised up who would remain british
and become a mighty people in their native land just as their forebears
had become a mighty people in the rocky mountains

since I1 have been personally involved in every phase of the exciting
saga of church growth in the british isles I1 would like to present a brief
review of what great things the lord has accomplished there in more
recent times my vision has expanded through service in my native land
as branch district and stake president as counselor to four mission
presidents and as a regional representative mission president and
general authority the analysis of some key church statistics which I1
will now present has been cleared by the first presidency both for
presentation here and for inclusion in my book the second century
latter day saints in great britain there are four subject headings
namely membership and leadership growth convert baptism growth
growth in number of church units and new meetinghousesmeetinghouses and organi-
zation of british stakes

membership AND leadership GROWTH

growth during the first thirteen years 1937 50 was negligible
both in membership and leadership times were hard and the net
increase in members was only ninety three and in melchizedek priest
hood twenty six the average number of local elders in a branch was
four representing less than 5 percent of membership

the period 1950 55 brought my first church experiences in 1950
almost all of the ecclesiastical leadership in the british isles at branch
and district level consisted of full time missionaries this was due
mainly to a century of emigration followed by the static years of the
second world war the need to raise up local leaders brought a speeding
up inin preparation to receive the melchizedek priesthood for example
I1 yaswaswas baptized 27 january 19511951 and ordained an elder 21 october 19511951

ninenine months later as were a number ofmy contemporaries whereas only
5.25252 percent of total membership held the melchizedek priesthood in
1950 this had been increased to 66.16161gi 1 percent in 1955 with an average of
seven elders per branch this was vital to the building up of the church
in the 1950s for with the korean war the number of full time mission-
aries dropped rapidly from 250 in 1950 to ninety in 1953

during the second half of the fifties which included the first two
years of president david 0 mckays new era even though the
baptismal rate increased dramatically several factors helped to maintain
the rate of increase in melchizedek priesthood these included the
organization of the first elders quorums in 1955 emphasis on preparing
aaronic priesthood young men to receive the higher priesthood and
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reclamation of an increasing number of prospective elders who at that
time were designated as senior aaronic priesthood

during 1960 65 the tremendous increase in membership brought
a breakthrough in terms of size of congregations organization of the first
six stakes and an extension in the scope of all church activities
however whereas church membership increased by almost threefold
from nineteen thousand to seventy one thousand leadership potential as
measured by the number of melchizedek priesthood only rose by 1.31313

fold the three great challenges during this period were to retain the
burgeoning membership build meetinghousesmeetinghouses to accommodate them
and provide necessary curriculum and other materials we successfully
met the latter two challenges but failed in our convert retention
because of the disparity between the growth rates in membership and
leadership the melchizedek priesthood percentage dropped drastically
to 3.53535 percent even though the number rose from 11100100loo to 2500

the period 1965 70 was a time of consolidation with more
emphasis on baptizing families rather than youth convert baptisms
settled down at a rate ofjustofjust under three thousand a year which continued
until the 1980s it became possible to catch up a little on melchizedek
priesthood ordination which reached 4.24242 percent of membership by
1970 but there were still only thirteen melchizedek priesthood holders
per unit only two new stakes were organized there having been a five
year break from 1964 through 1968 with no new stakes

great strides were made in the next fifteen years 1970 85 with the
percentage ofmelchizedek priesthood increasing to 5.25252 percent by 1975
6.26262 percent by 1980 and 6.56565 percent by 1985 even more crucial was
the fact that the average number of melchizedek priesthood in each unit
was now up to twenty four the work of the regional representatives
from 1967 on and resident general authorities from 1975 on were

important contributory factors the first area general conference in 19711971

and a subsequent series in 1976 were also very significant in bringing
maturity as the church in the words of president joseph fielding smith
came of age

now in 1987 we have excellent leaders heading the forty stakes
and almost four hundred wards and branches but depth of leadership is
still inadequate with less than half the strength compared with church
units in the western united states

CONVERT BAPTISM GROWTH

As has already been stated the years from 19193737 to 1950 were lean
years with 1300 baptisms averaging one hundred per year during the
1930s there were only fifty missionaries in britain among a population
of over fifty million although they tried to get into the public eye with
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the millennial chorus and championship basketball to augment door to
door tracting the impact was relatively small

the period 1950 54 brought the beginning of a change up to 1950
missionaries in great britain had no formal teaching plan it was a
breakthrough when the anderson plan developed in the northwestern
states mission was adapted for britain in conjunction with increased
use of the book of mormon in tractingtrading this gave a tremendous boost
to proselyting missionary numbers were also building up reaching
two hundred and fifty by the end of 19511951 the largest missionary force yet
seen unfortunately the korean war draft drastically changed the
situation by the close of 1952 the number of missionaries had dropped
to 150 and a year later there were only ninety however president
mckays 1951 challenge for every member to be a missionary followed
by the mission presidents call for district missionaries moved
proselyting forward despite the lack of full time missionaries in fact
19511951 with almost one thousand convert baptisms was the most produc-
tive year for forty three years the average since 1900 being only three
hundred baptisms a year

during the period 1955 59 convert baptisms continued tobuildto build
gradually A significant acceleration came after president mckays
new era challenge in 1958 with 1200 baptisms in the twelve months

following dedication of the london temple building on the district
missionary emphasis of presidents A hamer reiser and clifton G M
kerr president T bowring woodbury called for 5 percent of total
membership to serve on district missions within fifteen months more
than six hundred members had answered the call and in their first year
of service they baptized three hundred converts

the years 1960 64 were a golden era when the british mission
which had remained intact since 1837 was divided into no less than nine
missions missionary numbers multiplied rapidly from 190 to 880 in two
years and by the end of 1964 topped one thousand baptisms exceeded
forty thousand over the five years representing a tenfold increase this
was the highest level achieved to date including the 1840s and 1850s
and it has not been exceeded since

the doubling of church membership in britain during the 1950s
from seven thousand to fourteen thousand represented an annual growth
rate of around 10 percent this could be handled fairly easily the first
four years of the 1960s however saw annual convert growth of almost
40 percent and the warning bells began to ring it was exciting but
overwhelming exhilarating but demanding

I1 would like to reiterate at this point that three great challenges were
now thrust upon us first was the need to integrate new members whose
influx became almost a deluge considering the small base from which
the church was starting second came the need to accommodate these
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new saints and our facilities were inadequate catering for one hundred
small congregations in a population approaching sixty million third
was a desperate need for supplies and curriculum materials previously
we could get by with simple fellowshippingfellowshipping converted houses and a
few manuals often recycled year to year now new challenges called for
new methods solutions to the three challenges needed to be found
indeed they were found and the outcome was even more exciting than
the prospect of starting again in a new land the british saints were
starting again in their own land

by 1965 the pendulum had swung too far and during that year two
of the new missions northeast british and north scottish were discon-
tinued I1 have already referred to 1965 69 as a period of consolidation
and this continued into the next decade emphasis was placed on
baptizing families rather than youth and baptisms settled down to a rate
of three to four thousand per year

from 1975 to 1984 missionary work in britain was supervised
by a resident general authority and this was a positive factor in
bringing about a quickening during the early 1980s this coupled
with more aggressive proselyting particularly in northern and south-
western england brought baptisms up to a peak of five to six thousand
a year many newly baptized adult members were called as finding
missionaries with much success

during the past two years 1985 86 under the supervision and
training of the europe area presidency member missionary
participation has increased convert baptisms have averaged four
thousand per year and are increasing

GROWTH IN NUMBER OF CHURCH UNITS AND NEW meetinghousesMEETING HOUSES

from 1937 until the 1960s the growth in number of church units
was very gradual such growth comes either from rapid growth in
existing units necessitating division or from opening new proselyting
areas with only one mission covering the whole country neither of these
developments could take place indeed it took twenty three years to
increase from sixty seven branches to one hundred wards and branches

although the saints at that time met almost exclusively in old
converted houses and rented halls there was a constant desire to upgrade
I1 remember that in 1954 for example the call came from the mission
president for every branch to have a building and maintenance fund
thermometers were placed on each notice board showing the rising

bank balance
the creation of the hyde park branch in london was a historic

occasion since this was the one hundredth unit the building program
was not yet launched although the hyde park chapel commenced in
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august 1959 was dedicated in february 1961 the portent of things to
come it is interesting to note that elder marion G romney of the
council of the twelve broke ground european mission president alvin
R dyer laid the cornerstone and president david 0 mckay performed
the dedication of this outstanding edifice

during the period 1960 65 the massive growth of over fifty
thousand members together with the opening up of many new
proselyting areas necessitated the organization of 176 new units these
stretched from helston in cornwall to thurso in the north of scotland
literally from lands end to john 0 groats the west european
mission was set up with N eldon tanner as president to handle the
affairs of the growing church in britain the distribution of church
supplies was launched through deseret enterprises ofwhich I1 was privi-
leged to be the general manager in march 1961 the church building
program started to move forward in a miraculous way over the next six
months fourteen meetinghouse projects were commenced and sixty
three sites purchased by the end of 1965 fifty four new meetinghousesmeeting houses
had been completed

the number of units plateauedplateaued during the consolidation years of
1965 75 although eighty new chapels were completed during this
period this average construction rate of eight new chapels each year has
in fact been achieved during the entire twentyfivetwenty five years of the building
program and has done much to enhance the image of the church
throughout the country

the last decade has brought a second upsurge in the creation of new
wards and branches which undoubtedly will continue there is now a
solid momentum and the kingdom of god is going forth that the
kingdom of heaven may come dacd&c 656 the average unit member-
ship is now over 370 four times the size of the branches fifty years ago
it should be noted that in the british isles as in many overseas areas the
optimum ward size is lower than in the united states

organization OF BRITISH STAKES

from the time the british mission was organized in 1837 until the
first stake was created in 1960 the mission president had ecclesiastical
jurisdiction over the total church membership in the british isles when
my wife and I1 joined the church in 19511951 the members were contained
in seventy seven branches which in turn were organized into fourteen
mission districts there was not much talk of stakes in the early 1950s
although we were challenged to strengthen the branches to become more
like wards then in the last two years of the decade following the
dedication of the london temple in 1958 the quest for stakehoodstatehoodstakehood began
in earnest
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the only areas which had the necessary strength of membership
and leadership were northern england with manchester liverpool and
leeds districts the northeast where the newcastle district was shaping
up well the midlands including the nottingham and birmingham
districts and greater london where two districts were now organized
As it transpired the first stake established in the british isles was the
manchester stake organized in march 1960 by elder harold B lee
within a year three more had followed london stake organized by
president david 0 mckay and leicester and leeds stakes by elder
hugh B brown in each case mission districts had to be combined to
provide sufficient strength

the decade of the sixties brought seven stakes with twenty three
in the seventies and ten thus far in the eighties for a total of forty stakes
covering the entire country these had evolved from fourteen small
mission districts with an average of five hundred members each in just
thirty five years

the first stake in scotland was organized in august 1962 in
glasgow by president david 0 mckay this was a most remarkable
achievement since total membership in scotland in 1960 was stated to be
less than a thousand northern ireland reached stakehoodstatehoodstakehood in june 1974
when president ezra taft benson organized the belfast northern ireland
stake wales was not far behind with a stake centered in merthyr tydfil
created by elder bruce R mcconkie in january 1975

the two most productive years to date for the organization of stakes
were 1973 with five and 1982 with six new stakes one of the most
significant occasions was in june 1982 when the last mission district in
britain was absorbed into the new chester england stake the only
members of the church from the old british mission area still to receive
the blessings of stakehoodstatehoodstakehood are those in the republic of ireland and they
are making steady progress towards this goal

president spencer W kimballsKimballs vision of one hundred stakes in
great britain was first made known when there were only six it could
well be that by the end of the twentieth century there will be eighty and
another vision will open up

conclusion

now fifty years since the centennial celebration we can look
back with gratitude at the great things the lord has accomplished
through the british saints where sixty seven branches stood in 1937
there are now almost four hundred wards and branches instead of
fourteen small mission districts in one mission we have forty stakes
eight missions and one remaining mission district membership has
soared from 6000 to 140000 and those holding the melchizedek
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priesthood has risen from three hundred to nine thousand this trans-
formation is a marvelous work and a wonder to use the prophet
isaiahsisaiahisaialsIsaiaisalahss words to have been part of it has been a most rewarding
experience and the writing of it is the fulfillment of a dream

during the past twelve months of sorting and sifting reminiscing
and reviewing I1 have made some conclusions about the church in
britain first the british isles are favored of the lord and have a special
place inhisindisin his latter day plans heber C kimball recorded inhisjoumalin his journal that
according to the prophet joseph smith ancient prophets had blessed the
land 3 modem day prophets have done likewise of the thirteen
wonderful brethren who have served as presidents of the church ten
served as missionaries in the british mission all except joseph smith
harold B lee and spencer W kimball just as these great men have
proclaimed the gospel in britain so others have been raised up to take the
gospel from british shores to many nations these islands have a divine
destiny and the quickening during the past half century is indicative of
greater things to come

second as spencer W kimball declared on a september mom in
1969 on the malvern hills there are many still to gather the harvest
of souls in the fifty years since 1937 has already greatly exceeded that of
the previous hundred years the setting up of the missionary training
center within the precincts of the london temple is an important
development in the training of british and european missionaries more
effectively by the end of the second century there could be half a million
british saints and two hundred stakes yes the blood of israel is richly
concentrated in these islands and the promised blessings will all be
fulfilled

third the british and the irish are proud peoples and their quest for
self sufficiency has made significant strides in recent years in both
financial self sufficiency and self sufficiency in missionary and
temple work basic welfare principles have been taught increasingly
over the last two decades with work self reliance provident living and
christian service to the fore the meeting of welfare responsibilities is
a sign of increasing maturity as personal and family preparedness has
increased the emergency needs of others are now met through the
storehouse resource system established during this decade bishops
storehouses volunteer employment offices and an LDS social services
agency handle special needs

fourth the war years stemmed the flow of emigrants and showed
the british saints what they could do on their own it took several years
to build up the leadership needed to make the breakthrough to stakehoodstatehoodstakehood
but there was no looking back similarly the way in which over
four hundred saints responded to the call for home missionaries
during those dark days was an important precedent twenty years later
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5 percent of the greatly increased membership were called to serve as
district missionaries and over six hundred responded

the call by president benson in october 1986 to strengthen the
stake missions should be given the same priority this would result in
over four thousand stake missionaries being called or an average of
one hundred per stake this coupled with increased use of the book of
mormon will give the greatest impetus to missionary work yet seen

fifth the london temple has been the means of raising up a
covenant people in the british isles a people committed to living
righteously and serving their fellow men and women the dedication of
the temple in 1958 was truly the beginning of a new era for the british
saints almost four million ordinances have been performed in the
temple from the time of dedication to the present membership has
increased sevenfold during the same period and the british saints can
look forward to a second temple in the coming years

sixth the church in the british isles has come out of obscurity
during this second century in a remarkable way the meetinghouse
construction program initiated in the early sixties has made the
church more visible over two hundred beautiful new chapels now dot
the country furthermore the appointment of a full time director of
public communications in 1978 has intensified these efforts which will
continue to gather momentum

seventh the setting up of the temporal offices commencing with
construction and distribution and the opening of an area office in
solihullSolihull are a significant part ofestablishing the church in great britain
all of the necessary supplies and services are now within two or three
hundred miles instead of six thousand miles away

eighth the calling of regional representatives in the british isles
increasing by stages from one to three and then to five was an important
factor in the development of stakes and training of stake leaders I1 pay
tribute to all those who have served on the area council and regional
councils since their inception in 1979 the appointment of resident
general authorities has also been a great strengthening influence

ninth the british saints can bejustlybe justly proud that they hosted the first
area conference of the church in 19711971 with twelve thousand attending
the gegeneralneral sessions and two thousand the general priesthood session
the great success of this conference led to similar conferences through-
out the world president joseph fielding smiths statement at that time
that the church was coming of age was a landmark in the growth of the
church in britain

with the subsequent dramatic increase in worldwide membership
and in the number of stakes with the additional travel load involved it
was decided to hold regional rather than area conferences from 1984 on
again britain was in the forefront and many of the brethren attended a
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series of regional conferences throughout the country during the first
year of this innovation and will do so again in 1987 the group training
of priesthood leaders by members of the council of the twelve during
the past year has also had a very positive impact

tenth the future of the church in the british isles is very bright as
missionaries and members work together to baptize men who will hold
the melchizedek priesthood and lead their families to the temple
aaronic priesthood quorums will prepare their young men for missions
and temple marriage and melchizedek priesthood quorums reach out to
the less active to prepare them for ordination and for temple blessings
with their families the church and its members in the british isles will
then become a power and influence for good throughout the nation

this 150th anniversary year of 1987 provides the opportunity not
only to review past achievements but also to move forward in a major
way to bless the land and its peoples with the restored gospel of jesus
christ preparing for his glorious second coming and the millennial
reign
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APPENDIX I11

membership and leadership growth in the british isles 1937861937 86

membership Mmelchizedek priesthood
Yyearear

number no per unit number no per unit of members

1937 6364 95 310 4 4.94949

1950 6457 84 336 4 5.25252

1955 9209 114 565 7 6.161gigl

1960 19332 193 1073 10 5.55555

1965 71005 257 2500 9 3.53535

1970 85217 309 3579 13 4.24242

1975 99830 359 5160 18 5.25252

1980 114558 334 7162 21 6.26262

1985 132810 368 8658 24 6.56565
1

membership 000 leadership 000
150 15

140 14

130 13

120 12
110liollo 11membership
100loo 10

90 9
80 leadership as 8
70 of membership 7
60 6
50 5
40 4
30 3leadership
20 2
10 1

19193737 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

note the righthandright hand scale is also leadership of membership

source church membership and statistical records
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convert baptisms in the british isles 1937851937 85

period convert baptisms annual convert growth

1937441937 44 474 2

1945491945 49 816 3

1950541950 54 2864 9

1955591955 59 3875 8

1960641960 64 40573 22

1965691965 69 17065 5

1970741970 74 18288 4

1975791975 79 19942 4

1980841980 84 25132 4

1985 3706 3

1937851937 85 132735

baptisms ooo000 annual convert growth
50

40

30

20

10

1937 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

source church statistical records
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growth in number of church units
and new meetinghousesMeetinghouses 1937851937 85

mission wards and branchesyear total units new chapelsbranches in stakes

1937 67 67
1950 77 77
1955 81 81
1960 89 11 100
1965 217 59 276 54
1970 188 88 276 98
1975 81 197 278 134
1980 20 323 343 162
1985 8 353 361 195

400

300 wards and branches

200too

100 new chapels

1937 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

source church membership and statistical records
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organization of british stakes 1960861960 86

date date

i1 manchester 27 mar 60 21 hartlepoolHartlepool 13 jun 76
2 london realigned renamed billingham

and renamed london 22 preston 17 jun 76
Wandswandsworthwandswortfawardsworthworth 26 feb 61 23 leeds 12 nov 76

3 leicester 5 mar 61 24 northampton 13 feb 77
4 leeds renamed 25 lichfield 20 feb 77

huddersfieldHudders field 19 mar 61 26 crawley 14 aug 77
5 glasgow scotland 26 aug 62 27 plymouth 27 nov 77
6 sunderland 17 mar 63 28 maidstone 28 may 78
7 birmingham 14 sep 69 29 staines 28 may 78
8 london north 30 london hyde park 28 may 78

realigned and 31 aberdeen scotland 12 oct 80
renamed st albans 20 sep 70 32 edinburgh scotland 12 oct 80

9 east anglia 33 paisley scotland 12 oct 80
renamed norwich 20 jun 71 34 cheltenham 21 mar 82

10 nottingham 4 feb 73 35 cardiff wales 9 may 82
11 southampton I111I1 feb 73 36 poole 23 may 82
12 hull 26 apraar 73 37 chester 6 jun 82
13 bristol 29 apraar 73 38 ashton 6 jun 82
14 thames valley 39 sheffield 14 nov 82

renamed reading 24 may 73 40 ipswichipswitch 29 may 83
15 belfast ireland 9 jun 74
16 romfordbomford 24 nov 74
17 merthyr tydfiltydfu wales 12 jan 75
18 newcastle under lyme 17 jan 75
19 dundee scotland 23 nov 75 source church historical
20 liverpool 14 mar 76 department

stakes
40 r

acceleration of stake
organization after area

3030 general conference 197 1

the coming of age

20

1

10 9
6

first stakes organized after london templetempie dedicated

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985

source new era


